FALLSTOP® SET CONTAINER
The mobile solution for safe access to ISO containers
FALLSTOP® SAFETY
FALLSTOP® SET CONTAINER
Safe, fast and reliable

Tankers and sea containers need to be accessible for maintenance work or cleaning, filling or inspection. The FALLSTOP® SET CONTAINER ensures safe access and patrolling of the ISO container.

Stored neatly in a DRYPACK, the FALLSTOP® SET CONTAINER has all components required to access a container safely. The system is attached and secured to the container’s corner fittings from the ground using a telescopic rod. The user can attach the system on his own within a very short period of time so that it is ready for immediate use.

Before ascending, the user hooks the securing equipment into the rear suspension eye of the full body harness. This means that he is secured from the ground when climbing a mobile ladder or the container ladder. The securing equipment does not need to be reattached or changed when stepping out onto the container. The user can move freely on the container and conduct all work without being impeded by the securing equipment. It is dismantled in reverse order. The set is stowed in two DRYPACKS ready for use at any time and can, for instance, be kept inside the lorry cabin.

Advantages at a glance
• Safe access/patrolling of containers
• No need to change securing line
• Simple and fast attachment
• Stored neatly in a DRYPACK, weight 31.5 kg
• Can be attached to all containers with corner fittings, ISO containers etc.
• Suitable for all container sizes

Approval
• CE-certification acc. to EN 795 B

Accessories
• Rescue set for immediate lowering of a casualty
Set parts

- Securing system LEOS 2x
  TYPE: CONTAINER 01
- Y-lanyard 1x
- Tape sling CONNECTA 1x
- Retractable type fall arrester 1x
- Telescopic rod 1x
- STRIPE BASIC CLICK 1x
- Hi-vis vest PROTECTION 1x
- Helmet HELIUM 1x
- DRYPACK 2x
- Self-securing sling BERGWACHT 2x

LEOS Type: ISO CONTAINER 01
The horizontal tension cable LEOS ISO CONTAINER with corner fittings is an inexpensive and fast rope protection system. The rope is simply attached between the corner trimmings of the ISO container before it is accessed by the user.

Using the special manual tensioning device, the rope is adapted steplessly to any required length and tensioned as required using a ratchet. It is not possible to over-tension the rope to a critical level. A clamping cam blocks the rope to prevent it slipping and also maintains the pre-tension. Due to the energy absorption capability of this special rope construction in combination with this tensioning device, no additional fall impact absorption elements are required on the tension cable.

Y-LANYARD
The flexible securing equipment offers maximum freedom of movement on the container roof.

CONNECTA
The tape sling affixes the Y-lanyard during installation, so that the Y-lanyard is immediately available after the user reaches the top of the container.

HWPB 3,5
The retractable type fall arrester can also be attached at the same level as the user’s feet. This special factor means that the user can step out onto the container roof without having to reattach the securing equipment.

TELESCOPIC ROD
The telescopic rod, which can extend to three times its own length, is used to secure the system safely from the ground. Extension length: 140.0-380.0 cm

STRIPE BASIC CLICK
Universal full body harness for all application situations. The size can be adjusted via the leg straps, the shoulder straps and the chest strap. The ends of the leg and shoulder straps can be stowed safely via special elements. Once set and affixed, the ergonomically shaped harness can be put on quickly using the click fasteners.

PROTECTION
Special hi-vis vest with a full body and rescue harness. Openings for front two-part anchor loops and rear anchor eyelets. Velcro fasteners on the inside allow the vest to be permanently affixed to the harness, making it easier to put the harness on.

HELIUM
The helmet offers reliable protection from falling objects and injuries to the head after a fall.

DRYPACK
Compact, neat and water protected storage in the BORNACK DRYPACK.

BERGWACHT
The FALLSTOP® SET can be stowed and affixed safely during transportation using the multi-level sling.

The Y-LANYARD, the tape sling CONNECTA, the DRYPACK, the HSG HWPB 3,5, the BERGWACHT securing sling and the TELESCOPIC ROD
Easy handling

Position the corner fittings and the tension cable using the TELESCOPIC ROD

Secured ascent

Working on the container